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FOURTH CONFERENCE ON FOUNDATIONS OF 
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY AND THEORETICAL 
COMPUTER SCIENCE: 
13-15 December 1984, Bangalore, India 
The Fourth Conference on Foundatiorts of Software Technology and Theoretical 
Computer Science will be held on 13-15 December 1984, Bangalore, India. 
Papers are invited in the following areas: 
l Programming Languages and Systems 
l Program Correctness and Proof Methodologies 
l Formal Semantics and Specifications 
l Theory of Computation 
l Form ;l kquages and Automata 
. Algoiilhms and Complexity 
l Data Bases 
l Distributed Computing 
l Computing Practice 
Papers will be refereed and a final selection will be made i-3:, the Programme 
Committee. 
Authors should send Jnur copies of each paper to: 
Chairman, FS? & TCS Programme Committee 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 
Cola ba 
Bombay 400 005, India 
Manuscripts should reach the Committee not later than 31 May 1984. Authors 
will be informed of acceptance by 31 July 1984 and final manucripts of papers 
must be received by 15 September 1984 to be included in the Proceedings. 
Conference Advisory Committee 
.4. Chandra (iSA Resel~rch Laboratory) 
B. Chandrasrkaran (Ohio State University) 
S. C’respi Reghizzi ( University of Milan) 
D. Gries (Cornell University) 
,t. Joshi ( University of Peunsylcania ) 
17. Montanari ( University of Pisa) 
J .I{. hIon% ( Ccrmegiu-,%le!k,rl l.!rrkersit y ) 
i’,. Nakamura (Hiroshima College) 
R, Narasimhan (ZVCSGC‘7’/ 7’IFK ) 
J. Nicvergelt (ETH. Ziirich) 
M.Nivat i University of Puris) 
R. Parikh (University of New York) 
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S. Rao Kosarajti [Jtif,.;: Yopkins University) R. Set .li ( Bell Laboraroria) 
B. Reusch ( Urziuersity of Dorrmund) P.S. Tniagarajan ( Unicersity of Aarhus) 
S. Sahni ( Uniatrsity of Minnesota j ‘WA. Wulf ( Tcrrtan Laboratories) 
Programme Committee 
M. Joseph (TIFR, Bombay) 
S.N. Makeshwari (II?‘, Delhu) 
K.V. Nori ( Tuta RDDC, Pune) 
S.V. Rangaswamy (ZZSc, Bangalore) 
R.K. Shyamasundar (TZFR, Bombay) 
K. Siromoney (M&as Christian College) 
